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KEYS100—Where the Heat Is the Challenge 

Ultramarathon Race Report 

 

Florida Keys – May 15-16, 2010: The 3rd annual KEYS100 was a big success, with 530 
runners racing through the Florida Keys from Key Largo to Key West.  Attendance was up by 
56% over 2009.    At the starting line of the 100 mile individual race were 74 runners.  The 50 
mile individual race, starting in Marathon, attracted 73 competitors.  Sixty six relay teams 
rounded out the field.  

As ultramarathon races go, the KEYS100 is deceiving.  The route traverses Overseas Highway 
from Key Largo or Marathon to Smathers Beach in Key West.  Approximately 70% of the race is 
run off-road on portions of the “Overseas Trail”, a combination of bike paths, service roads, 
pedestrian bridges and sidewalks that parallel the roadway and are being further built-out each 
year.  With the exception of a few bridges, the course is as flat as the water views are 
spectacular, but managing the island heat is another challenge entirely.  The intensity of the 
sun, the humidity and temperature in the high 80’s—with some runners’ watches reading over 
100 at pavement level--took their toll.  Of the 90 registered 100 milers--74 actually began the 
race--only 34 crossed the finish line.  Even with a significant following breeze, the low 46% 
finishing rate confirmed the heat’s impact.  50 miler runners fared better, with 67% (49 of 73 
starters) completing the race.   

And yet, records also fell: Jennifer Vogel from Duluth, GA, won the women’s “100 “, and finished 
2nd overall, for the second year in a row, beating her own mark by 33 minutes.  Jen crossed the 
line in 18:37:00.  Overall winner Jonathon Savage of Asheville, NC, ran a very impressive 
17:14:04, the second fastest time ever on this course. 

The KEYS100 was originally conceived to emulate the prestigious road race, one of the 
toughest in the world, the “Badwater 135”.  Like Badwater, the KEYS100 has been a self-
supported race with personal crew required for each individual runner.  In fact, many Badwater 
runners have used the Keys race as a warm-up before that mid-July Death Valley event.  This 
year for the first time, individual racers were allowed the option of running in the Keys without a 
personal support crew.  Volunteer stations were placed every ten miles with water and ice for 
the un-crewed runners.  They also had the option of having personal “drop bags” waiting for 
them at each stop, in which the runner could place drink mixes, electrolyte tablets, changes of 
clothing or shoes, night gear, etc.   The 100 mile “un-crewed” winners were Joe Ninke, of 
Sebastian, FL, who also holds the course record for the 50-mile race set in 2009.  Joe’s time in 
the “100”, without benefit of support crew, was a very strong 19:33:26.  Women’s un-crewed 
winner was Letha Cruthirds, of Biloxi, MS, in a time of 28:53:50. 

The 50 mile individual race began in Marathon, FL at 10:00 AM on Saturday, May 15th.  The 
women’s (crewed) race winner, and #1 overall, was Alice Henley of Plantation, FL.  This was 
Alice’s first 50 mile race.  She not only beat the field, but set the new women’s record by 37 
minutes, finishing in 8:22:20.  Alice’s accomplishment is all the more memorable as she gave up 
her college graduation ceremony on race day to run the KEYS100!  The 1st place men’s 50 mile 



winner, running with a support crew, was Eleno Corbo, also of Plantation, FL, in a time of 
9:12:42.  First place male running without a crew was John O’Connell of Boca Raton, FL, in the 
excellent time of 8:46:39.  First “un-crewed” female was Georganna Quarles of Duck Key, FL, in 
a time of 14:02:33.   

The KEYS100 also includes a 100 mile, six runner team relay race from Key Largo to Key West.  
Sixty six teams began the race and all 66 finished, many of them from here in South Florida.  
The old team record of 10 hours, 46 minutes and 8 seconds was destroyed!  The first four 
teams all beat that old record time, with the winner, “Shut the **** Up and Run!!!” of Melbourne, 
FL, completing 100 miles in 9:41:50, nearly 1 hour and 5 minutes ahead of the record.  
Ironically, last year’s winner and previous record holder, “Keys Athletes”, beat their own best by 
more than an hour and finished second!  Only 45 seconds separated first and second place 
teams after 100 miles!  The Florida Upper Keys Runners (“FUKRs”), winners of the team relay 
race in 2008, finished a strong fifth place in 10:56:47.  That time was 1 hour and 15 minutes 
faster than their winning time of 12:02:55 just two years ago! 

 “The race was a big success with very positive feedback even from those who failed to finish. 
But, the weather definitely took a toll,” said Bob Becker, KEYS100 Race Director.  “In addition to 
the heat factor there were rain squalls along the route.  This is a more difficult race than it 
appears to be on paper, and these runners deserve huge applause for their effort and courage 
to compete.”  Becker added: “People in the Keys were just fantastic again this year.  The many 
local volunteers, including members of the “Key West Southernmost Runners”, made a huge 
difference, many working all day and all night.  Residents were welcoming and patient.  The 
Sheriff’s Office, cities of Key West and Marathon, Monroe County Parks, Facilities and other 
departments, and the State Department of Transportation could not have been more helpful and 
accommodating to our KEYS100 group of runners, their crew, family and friends.  We are all 
very grateful.” 

The KEYS100 raises money to battle prostate cancer, the disease that affects 1 in 6 American 
men, and is the second greatest cancer killer.  Funds are used for free prostate cancer 
screenings, educational outreach, financial support of families and research to find a cure and 
better detection methods.  Recipient charities in 2010 are The Cancer Foundation of the Florida 
Keys, Holy Cross Hospital in Fort Lauderdale and The Lombardi Comprehensive Cancer Center 
at Georgetown University Hospital. 

For complete race results, photos and video, visit the race website, www.keys100.com.   


